Bring Entertainment at
the Edge to Life
Deliver innovative new media experiences on 5G
with AWS Wavelength
Innovations enabled by high speed 5G networks will define the future of
entertainment. By bringing compute, storage, and a broad range of powerful
cloud services to the Edge of 5G networks, AWS Wavelength is enabling content
producers and distributors to offer new interactive and immersive experiences to
their consumers.

Changing Media and Entertainment Landscape
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New paradigms for Content Creation
New Consumption and Distribution Models
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Evolving Technology and Platforms
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New Paradigms for Content Creation

Democratization of the
ability to create content
anywhere

2

Content production pulling
in augmented information
and stats

1 in 5

Facebook videos is a live broadcast1

65%

of broadcasters would consider adopting 5G for
remote production2

New Consumption and Distribution Models

Non linear, multi-device,
anytime-anywhere
consumption models

3

Live streaming and the
ability to package and
monetize live content

Interactive, social
consumption and sharing
of content

Distribution networks
supporting rapid pushing of
high-quality 4K/8K content

74%

of consumers named video streaming as the chief
motivation for upgrading to 5G3

3.6

networked devices/connections per person and
nearly 10 devices and connections per household4

Evolving Technology and Platforms

Cloud-based platforms,
virtualization and digital
technology

AI/ML for improving the
consumer experience and
increasing engagement

575 Mbps
70%

5G for video distribution

Average 5G speed
will be 575 megabits
per second by 20235

percent of the global
population (5.7 billion
people) will have mobile
connectivity6

How does AWS Wavelength help transform media
and entertainment?
Wavelength Zones allow media producers and distributors to take full advantage of 5G
latency and bandwidth improvements.

AWS Wavelength Zones bring the latest compute and
storage technologies closer to content creation or content
consumption points. Use Wavelength as an on-demand
production hub closer to live venues.

Traffic between 5G devices and content or application
servers hosted in Wavelength Zones do not traverse the
internet. Use Wavelength to acquire and distribute content
over 5G networks.

Implement AI/ML inference engines on Wavelength to
improve user engagement. Use Wavelength to alter content
on the fly, transcoding, or adapting to network conditions.

New Use Cases Enabled By 5G And Edge Computing
Video production at the Edge
•

•
•
•
•

Ingest live feed from multiple cameras over
5G to the Edge Computing site eliminating the
dependence on specific hardware, software, and
capacity set up within different venues.
Reduce equipment needed on-site. Exchange
broadcast trucks for Edge production hubs.
Live editing with GPU-accelerated Edge
compute infrastructure.
Transcode at the Edge for multi-modal distribution.

New ways to experience live events
•

View live events from multiple angles at 4K,
switching between real-time views as the event
is happening.
Pull up instant statistics served from Edge
compute locations. AR overlays (e.g. stats, lyrics).
Provide participatory experiences allowing
interactive, audience driven outcomes on stage
or the field.

•
•

Shared media experiences
•
•
•

Create group movie and TV watching experiences
for a group of local participants.
Interactive elements respond in real-time.
Enhance experiences with real-time audio and
video interaction, chat and comments.

Intelligent content caching
•
•
•

Transform or repurpose content on the fly based
on network, device, and resource factors.
Collect real-time metrics from cache server and
the device applications and monetize against
these metrics, improving subscriber experiences.
Optimize content offerings with detailed
telemetry, view analysis, and AI.

AWS Wavelength benefits for media and entertainment solutions

Deliver higher quality of experience

Lower latency for content delivery

Reduced number of network elements between the
mobile device, application servers, and content reduce
variability and packet loss, improves throughput, and
provides a more consistent user experience.

Reduced latency enables applications like remote
audio and video production, cloud rendering for AR/VR
and real-time interactive viewing experiences.

Reduce capital investment

Drive innovation

Access to always-available, enterprise-grade
cloud compute infrastructure close to production/
consumption. Reduce capital expenditure for content
production infrastructure, transforming CapEx into an
OpEx incurred when content is acquired and produced.

Deploy machine learning inference and video analytics
at the Edge to drive new insights, improve user
engagement, and offer new services. Bring services to
market faster by leveraging our global footprint and
broad portfolio of cloud services.

Cloud elasticity

Consistent developer experience

Scale your infrastructure up or down to meet demand
or reduce costs. Shift workloads to AWS Regions
seamlessly as needed. Deploy Edge-based production
hubs as needed, in any geographic region, and shut
them down when no longer needed.

Access familiar and powerful AWS services and
developer tools. Enjoy the same benefits of the AWS
cloud like pay-as-you-go pricing and on-demand
access. Deploy applications to multiple telecom service
providers’ Edge without changing development
methodology and application monitoring constructs.

AWS Wavelength brings the world’s most comprehensive and broadly adopted cloud
platform to global 5G networks.

Get started
Deploy applications in AWS Wavelength Zones just like you would do in any AWS
Availability Zone.

To learn more visit
https://aws.amazon.com/wavelength
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